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Pathways Foundations-4
Reading, Writing and Critical Thinking
Becky Tarver Chase, Milada Broukal

LEVEL:  elementary to advanced

Pathways is National Geographic Learning’s new 5-level academic series that helps learners develop 
the language skills they need to achieve academic success. The series features reading & writing 
and listening & speaking strands, and develops learners’ academic literacy skills through National 
Geographic content, images, and video. This innovative series provides learners with a pathway to 
success!

► National Geographic articles, video, maps, and graphs engage students with academic content 
in a variety of genres and formats

► Clear connections between reading and writing skills help students become more effective 
readers and writers

► Academic reading skills and strategies, embedded in the unit tasks, prepare students to 
comprehend a variety of realistic academic texts

► Step-by-step writing instruction, with integrated grammar and vocabulary, provides practice of 
a variety of rhetorical forms modeled on the academic classroom

► Integrated critical thinking tasks develop learners’ ability to evaluate, analyze, and synthesize 
information from a wide range of sources.

●● DEVELOP academic literacy 
skills 

●● CONNECT to the real world 
through content from National 
Geographic Digital Media 

●● ACHIEVE academic success {
WITH PATHWAYS, LEARNERS:

See Pathways Listening, Speaking, and 
Critical Thinking  on page 60 for a perfect 
blended-learning solution! Ask your National 
Geographic Learning representative for 
bundling options.

►

Pathways Reading, writing & Critical 

thinking
Foundations Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student Book with Online Workbook 9781285442136 9781133942139 9781133942160 9781133942177 9781133942184

Student Book 9781285442129 9781133312864 9781133312871 9781133317098 9781133317067

Split A 9781285452463 9781285452524 9781285457055 9781285456973

Split B 9781285452470 9781285452531 9781285457086 9781285457109

Online Workbook 9781285442143 9781133511717 9781133511687 9781133511694 9781133511700

Teacher's Guide 9781285442174 9781133317340 9781133317074 9781133317395 9781133317418

Audio CD 9781285442167 9781133317203 9781133317289 9781133317357 9781133317401

DVD 9781285442198 9781133317159 9781133317180 9781133317371 9781133317449

Presentation Tool CD-ROM 9781285442594 9781133317197 9781133317272 9781133317364 9781133317425

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781285442181 9781133317142 9781133317265 9781133317388 9781133317432

For a guided tour and interactive 
technology demo, visit
ngl.cengage.com/pathwaysrw
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WITH PATHWAYS, LEARNERS:

Teacher’s Guide including teacher’s notes, expansion 
activities, rubrics for evaluating written assignments, and 
answer keys for activities in the Student Book.

Audio CDs with audio 
recordings of the Student 

Book reading passages.

Video DVD 
with authentic National 

Geographic clips relating 
to each of the 10 units.

Classroom Presentation Tool 
CD-ROM featuring audio and 
video clips, and interactive 
activities from the Student 
Book. These can be used with 
an interactive whiteboard or 
computer projector.

The Assessment CD-
ROM with ExamView® 
is a test generating 
software program 
designed to allow 
teachers to create tests 
and quizzes quickly and 
easily.

Online Workbook, powered by 
MyELT, with both teacher-led and 
self-study options. This contains 
the 10 National Geographic video 
clips, supported by interactive, 
automatically graded activities 
that practice the skills learned in 
the Student Books. 
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LESSON B

track 1-14

Turning the Red Planet Green

E

H

I

J

F

G

WILL HUMANS someday live and work on Mars? Many 

scientists think so. In fact, they are already working on plans 

to turn Mars into a new Earth.

Humans need three basic things to live: water to drink, air to breathe, and food to eat. Because of the lack 

of these necessities, it isn’t possible to live on Mars right now. For one thing, there is not enough oxygen. 

There is also no liquid water—just some ice. So how can we make Mars habitable?1 The answer, say 

scientists, is a process called terraform
ing.  

Terraforming means changing the environment of a planet so that it is similar to Earth’s. On Mars, the 

average temperature is about minus 60 degrees Celsius. So one of the main goals of terraforming Mars 

is to warm it up. One idea for warming Mars comes from a problem here on Earth—climate change. 

Most scientists agree that Earth is becoming warmer due to increased levels of greenhouse gases in our 

atmosphere. We might create similar conditions on Mars by building factories that release greenhouse gases. 

The gases will change the atmosphere on Mars. Rain will fall, and it may be possible to grow plants for 

food. The plants will add more oxygen to the air. 

There will be many difficulties in terraforming Mars. The project could take many centuries, and the cost 

will be high. We have some of the technology, such as the ability to create greenhouse gases, but not the 

money. However, life on Mars is a real possibility for future generations.

A

B

C

D

1  If a place is habitable, you can live there.

2  Nuclear power comes from the energy that is released when the central parts of atoms are split or combined. 

3  Wind turbines are engines with blades. They produce power when wind spins the blades.

4  Scuba gear is equipment that helps people breathe underwater.
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First Vis
its

Terraforming Mars will probably be a thousand-

year project, starting with several survey  

missions. The flight to Mars will take six months, 

and each mission might last 18 months. 

Homes on Mars

Each new mission will build more habitation 

modules—places to live. These will allow future 

visitors to spend more time on Mars and learn 

more about living on the planet. 

Global Warming

To warm up the planet and to make water flow 

and create an atmosphere, we will need to increase 

the carbon dioxide level on Mars. Greenhouse 

gases will melt the ice in Mars’s polar regions. 

When the ice becomes water, the water will release 

the carbon dioxide that was trapped inside the ice.

Life under Domes

Enormous domes will provide climate-

controlled living spaces, first for plants and 

later for humans. It will take centuries to 

improve the rocky surface so that people 

can grow plants. 

Powering the Planet

Nuclear power2 and wind turbines3 are two 

current technologies that we might be able 

to use on Mars for power.

Don’t Forget Yo
ur 

Mask

Even 1,000 years from now, there may 

still not be enough oxygen for humans to 

breathe. People on Mars may still need to 

use equipment similar to scuba gear.4

4

5

6

  

Exploring the Theme    

A.   Look at the information in “Making 

Predictions” and answer the questions. 

 1.  What past predictions were correct?

 2.  What past predictions were 

incorrect?

B.   Look at the information in “What Will 

Life Be Like in 2025?” and answer  

the questions.

 1.   What predictions for 2025 are likely 

to happen, in your opinion?

 2.  What predictions for 2025 are not 

likely to happen? Why not? 

FU T U R E L I V IN G   |   103102   |   U N I T  6

Making Predictions

In 1900, an American engineer, John Watkins, made some predictions about life in 

2000. Many of his predictions were correct. Among other things, Watkins predicted 

television, mobile phones, and digital photographs. 

However, predictions are often very difficult to get right. Here are some examples:

“The telephone [cannot] be seriously considered as a means of communication.” 

—  Western Union memo, 1876

“I have no faith in [flying machines] other than ballooning.” 

—  William Thomson,  British scientist, 1899

“All the calculations . . . in this country could be done on three digital computers. No one 

else would ever need machines of their own, or would be able to afford to buy them.” 

— Cambridge University Professor Douglas Hartree, 1951

What Will Life Be Like in 2025?

Here are some experts’ predictions for life in 2025:

A man chats with 

Bina48, a human-like 

robotic head.
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aCtiVE skills FoR REading 
Intro-4, Third Edition
Neil J. Anderson

LEVEL:  low-beginning to high-intermediate

The new, third edition of Active Skills for Reading maintains the Active approach, 
developed by reading specialist Professor Neil J. Anderson, defined on this page.  The 
following enhancements to this new edition encourage learners to become more 
confident, independent, and active readers:

► New Motivational Tips!  Each chapter contains a motivational tip box with Neil 
Anderson’s advice on increasing student motivation

► New reading passages cover contemporary topics and a variety of text types, 
including articles, journals, blogs, and interviews

► In the later levels of this new edition, readings are based on authentic content from 
National Geographic

► Full color-design presents the series’ content in an attractive and accessible format

► New Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® Pro reflects the needs of learners 
preparing for standardized tests.

ngl.cengage.com/asr

active skills for Reading Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student Book 9781133308126 9781133307990 9781133942160 

Student Text with Audio CD Package 9781133907473 97811333074480 9781133312871

Classroom Audio CD 9781133308140 9781133308010 9781133511687

Instructor's Guide 9781133308133 9781133308003 9781133317074

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781133308027 9781133308027 9781133317289

Classroom DVDs
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“Reading Skill” 
sections in every 

unit provide clear 
explanations 

of target 
academic reading 

strategies.

Graphic organizers reinforce critical thinking and organizational best practices.

New reading topics engage 
and motivate learners.

New “Motivational 
Tips” section helps 
engage and motivate 
learners.
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Teach reading and vocabulary through the lens of the world!

REading ExPloRER  intRo – 5
Nancy Douglas, Paul MacIntyre

LEVEL:  beginning to advanced

Reading Explorer is a six-level, content-based reading series featuring video from 
National Geographic Digital Media to help develop reading and vocabulary skills 
for all learners. Each unit of Reading Explorer contains two reading passages and 
an optional video activity. Reading passages cover a wide range of real-world topics 
related to culture, science, social studies, travel, and adventure.

► Motivating real-world content supported by stunning visuals help 
develop learners’ understanding of the world.

► Reading passages develop visual literacy and incorporate graphic 
organizers to help learners become better readers of English.

► “Reading Comprehension” activities cover essential reading skills and 
question types commonly found on standardized tests.

► “Vocabulary Practice” activities and “Vocabulary Builder” boxes present 
and reinforce high-frequency vocabulary items. 

► Audio CD contains recordings of all reading selections to help aid in 
comprehension

► Video from National Geographic Digital Media motivates students and 
aids invisual learning.

ngl.cengage.com/readingexplorer

READ

Bundle the Student Text with the 
Student CD-ROM!

Student CD-ROM contains:
●✔ 12 video clips

●✔ 24 reading passages

●✔ 48 vocabulary activities with 
additional self-scoring exercises

For additional reading practice and resources, 
see Footprint Reading Library, p. 51.

“I really valued using Reading Explorer while I was 
teaching College English because I felt that we 

were learning something new about the world in 
every class, and the interesting topics allowed me 
the opportunity to take very creative approaches 

to presenting the material that encouraged the 
students to produce output in English.”

Michael Cheng, Teacher
National Chengchi University, Taiwan

Your colleagues say...

Reading Explorer Intro Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Student Book with CD-ROM 9781111064341 9781424006373 9781424029372 9781424029389 9781424029396 9781111356002

Student Book ONLY 9781111055769 9781424029334 9781424029341 9781424029358 9781424029365 9781111356026

Teacher's Guide 9781111055790 9781424028894 9781424029402 9781424029419 9781424029426 9781111356422

DVD 9781111055776 9781424029433 9781424029440 9781424029457 9781424029464 9781111356446

Audio CD 9781111055783 9781424043347 9781424043354 9781424043361 9781424043378 9781111356439

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781111055806 9781424029471 9781424029471 9781424029471 9781424029471 9781111356415 
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Units cover a 
wide range of 
real-world topics 
including culture, 
natural science, 
social issues, 
the humanities, 
and travel and 
adventure.

Visual literacy presentations 
work to enhance learner 
comprehension while encouraging 
critical thinking.

Understanding and 
using graphics are 
a key element to 
academic success.

For a guided tour, visit  
NGL.Cengage.com/readingexplorer
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DVD

SAMPLE PAGES  
ngl.cengage.com/readingadventures

Carmella Lieske, Scott Menking

LEVEL:  beginner to low-intermediate

Make reading an adventure!
Reading Adventures is a three-level reading series which teaches both the language 
and knowledge learners need to fully participate in today’s global community. 
Using carefully adapted National Geographic text, images and video, Reading 
Adventures develops both learners’ understanding of the wider world in which they 
live, and the language skills necessary to succeed in the classroom.

Each unit in Reading Adventures contains two related reading passages, covering 
a wide range of topics including culture, natural science, social issues and world 
literature. Each unit also contains a video activity which can be done in class or 
at home.

►  Motivating real-world content supported by stunning visuals all from 
National Geographic develops learners’ understanding of the wider world in 
which they live

►  Detailed vocabulary instruction promotes learner independence by 
introducing strategies for learners to acquire new vocabulary, including  
high-frequency terms, collocations and affixes

►  Language Practice activities reinforce and consolidate learners’ understanding 
of the vocabulary and grammar structures found in each unit’s reading

►  Embedded reading skills and strategies instruction offer students the practice 
and support necessary to be life-long learners, and succeed on high-stakes 
standardized exams

►  Make reading an adventure. Online – anywhere, anytime!
►  Visit ngl.cengage.com/readingadventures for automatically-graded 

practice, reinforcing the reading skills, vocabulary and grammar items found 
in every lesson. National Geographic video content is available for viewing 
outside of the classroom

Reading adventures Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student Book 9780840028419 9780840030368 9780840030399 

Audio CD/DVD 9780840030337 9780840030375 9780840030405

Teacher's Guide 9780840030320 9780840028792 9780840029751

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® Levels 1-3 9780840030351
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Reading adVanTage  1-4
Third Edition

Casey Malarcher

LEVEL:  High-Beginning to High-Intermediate

Reading Advantage is a four-level reading series for learners of English from 
the high beginning to high intermediate level.  With a new and improved full-
color design, each book in this popular series features 20 four-page units that 
will motivate students and require little teacher preparation.

► New topics and updated nonfiction readings that will motivate students 
and make reading meaningful and rewarding.

► The most commonly used vocabulary, everyday phrases, and idioms.

► Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary Reinforcement exercises that 
build confidence and allow learners to practice the language through 
speaking and/or writing.

A comprehensive Teacher Resource Package includes:

► Teacher’s Guide for each level, containing teaching tips and background 
notes, extension activities, unit quizzes, mid-book and final tests, and 
answer keys.

► Audio CD with recordings of all readings

► Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

ngl.cengage.com/readingadvantage

Reading & VocabulaRy deVelopmenT 
(asia ediTion)
Patricia Ackert, Linda Lee, Harry Haynes, Eric Hawkins

LEVEL:  beginner to intermediate

Reading and Vocabulary Development series just got better!  The new 
edition of these popular books help students develop reading skills and 
systematically increase their active vocabulary from 300 to 2100 words.

► Fresh New Readings specially aimed at Asian learners.

► New ‘Thematic Units’ which recycle vocabulary and development content 
knowledge.

► New topic warm-up ‘Quiz’ to activate students’ knowledge.

► New ‘Grammar Activity’ to reinforce key grammatical points and word 
skills from the text in every unit.

► New ‘Context Clues’ to allow students to preview important key 
vocabulary before reading.

► New ‘Reading Skill’ for every reading to build towards exam success.

► New ‘Topic-related Color Illustrations’ to bring the readings to life and 
inspire students.

► New ‘Speaking Hint’ boxes and discussion questions.

► New ‘What Did I Learn’ checklist at the end of each unit to monitor 
progress and help students take responsibility for their own learning.

► New added ‘Review Units’ to reinforce vocabulary and grammar learned.

Reading advantage Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student Text 9789814352703 9789814352710 9789814352727 9789814352734

Student Text with Audio 
CD Pkg 9789814336536 9789814336543 9789814336550 9789814336567

Teacher’s Guide 9789814336574 9789814336581 9789814336598 9789814336604

Assessment CD-ROM with 
ExamView® 9789814336611

Reading & Vocabulary 

development - asia Edition
Facts & Figures

Thoughts & 
Notions

Cause & Effect

Student Text with Audio CD 9789814272582 9789814272599 9789814272605

US Student Book 9781413004182 9781413004199 9781413004168

Teacher Guide, Test Banks (in PDF/Word format) and powerpoint 
presentation tool available. Contact your local Cengage Learning 
Representative for files.
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a good Read 1-3
Carlos Islam, Carrie Steenburgh

LEVEL:  low-intermediate to high-
intermediate

A Good Read is a three-level reading strategies 
course, intended for young adult and adult 
learners. The series promotes fluent and effective 
reading through high interest texts, extensive 
coverage of reading strategies, and an explicit 
focus on lexical development.

► Comprehensive range of reading strategies 
developed through clear, easy-to-read 
explanations and explicit practice.

► Motivating, high interest reading texts feature 
a wide range of topics and text types.

► Lexical phrases, such as collocations, phrasal 
verbs, and verb phrases, are highlighted to 
improve student’s vocabulary, reading rate and 
reading fluency.

Co-authored by Carlos Islam, English Language 
Coordinator at the United Nations in New York, A 
Good Read uses texts based on universal human 
experiences including themes such as friendship, 
finding love, happiness, urban legends, adventures 
and life changing

ngl.cengage.com/agr

a good Read 1-3 Student Book

Level 1 9789814246958

Level 2 9789814246965

Level 3 9789814246972

HoT Topics 1 – 3
Cheryl Pavlik

LEVEL:  low-intermediate to advanced

Hot Topics is guaranteed to engage readers, 
stimulate thinking, and provoke conversation 
while supporting reading skills development.

► Each unit features three readings on a 
related controversial topic, the last one more 
challenging than the previous two.

► Students increase reading fluency through 
pre-reading questions, skimming and scanning 
activities, use of context clues, vocabulary 
analysis, and development of critical thinking 
skills.

► Open-ended questions at the end of each unit 
allow students to voice their opinions and 
defend their viewpoints through discussion or 
in writing.

ngl.cengage.com/hottopics

hot topics 1-3 ISE Student Book

Level 1 9781413009286

Level 2 9781413009293

Level 3 9781413009309

Reading for today series 1-5 Student Book

Themes for Today 9781111056520

Insights for Today 9781111056544

Issues for Today 9781111056568

Concepts for Today 9781111056582

Topics for Today 9781111056605

Reading for Today for a better 
academic tomorrow!

Reading foR Today seRies 
1 – 5
Lorraine C. Smith, Nancy Nici Mare

Level 1: Themes for Today, Third Edition
Level 2: Insights for Today, Fourth Edition
Level 3: Issues for Today, Fourth Edition
Level 4: Concepts for Today, Third Edition
Level 5: Topics for Today, Fourth Edition

LEVEL:  beginning to advanced

Reading for Today is a five-level, academic 
skills program that systematically develops 
students’ reading and vocabulary skills through 
engaging themes and comprehensive practice. 
The Reading for Today series teaches essential 
reading strategies like skimming, scanning, fact-
finding, and paraphrasing, and gives students 
opportunities to talk and write about what they’ve 
read. 

► Enhanced “Think About It” sections teach 
critical thinking skills necessary for academic 
success. 

► Enhanced Assessment CD-ROM with 
ExamView® includes two additional readings 
per chapter, providing reading and vocabulary 
practice.

► Updated readings of universal interest and 
academic content engage readers.

ngl.cengage.com/readingfortoday

See title index page 153, for complete series ISBNs

See title index page 153, for complete series ISBNs See title index page 153, for complete series ISBNs
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news foR now 1-3
Second Edition 

Karen, Blanchard, Christine 
Root

LEVEL:  low-intermediate to 
high-intermediate

News for Now is a three-level 
reading series for false beginner 
to intermediate EFL students. It 
is designed to help learners read, 
use and enjoy English through 
the study of articles adapted 
from newspapers from across 
the United States. The main 
focus of this series is on reading 
comprehension, vocabulary 
expansion and skill-building, 
specifically as they pertain to 
reading newspaper articles. The 
books present a wide sampling 
of writing styles and topics and 
encourage success through a 
variety of exercises.

► Interesting articles adapted to 
meet students’ needs.

► Pre-reading activities and 
photographs.

► Analysis of a variety of 
newspaper features.

► Let’s Talk section provides 
guided dialogs.

news for now 1-3 Student Book

Level 1 9789814221108

Level 2 9789814221139

Level 3 9789814221160

Reading THe news
Pete Sharma

LEVEL:  intermediate to advanced

With Reading the News, students 
not only improve their ability to 
read newspapers in English—they 
gain practice that will help prepare 
them for TOEFL®, TOEIC®, and 
IELTS® exams. Authentic articles 
on contemporary issues from 
the International Herald Tribune 
encourage students to read English 
outside the classroom.

► Helps prepare students for exams 
through exercises that practice 
TOEFL®, TOEIC® and IELTS® exam 
tasks.

► Presents a wide variety of 
high-interest articles grouped 
thematically by newspaper section.

► Targets the reading, listening, 
vocabulary and other essential 
language skills learners need most 
for functional literacy in reading 
newspapers in English. 

► Includes “Special Focus on the 
Newspaper” sections offering 
strategies for analyzing an article’s 
content and viewpoint.

Reading the news
Student Text 9781424003815

Student Text with 
Audio CDs Pkg 9781424094325

Audio CDs (2) 9781424003808

Instructor’s Manual 9781424003822

Reading maTTeRs 
1 – 4
An Interactive Approach to 
Reading, Second Edition

Books 1 – 2: Mary Lee Wholey

Books 3 – 4: Mary Lee Wholey 

    and Nadia Henein

LEVEL:  high-beginning to high-
intermediate

Through stimulating vocabulary-

rich readings and a communicative, 
integrated-skills approach Reading 
Matters helps students develop 
fluency and accuracy in academic 
reading.

► Paired reading selections are 
organized thematically and enable 
students to compare and contrast 
points of view.

► Abundant practice exercises and 
reading activities help students 
master different texts and 
vocabulary.

ngl.cengage.com/readingmatters

Reading Matters 

1-4
Student Book

Level 1 9780618475124

Level 2 9780618475131

Level 3 9780618475148

Level 4 9780618475155

sToRies woRTH 
Reading 1 & 2
Skills Worth Learning

Betsy Cassriel, Gail Reynolds

LEVEL:  high-beginning to low-
intermediate

Stories Worth Reading uses up-to-
date, multicultural readings taken 
from news, feature articles, and 
authentic literature to engage low-
level readers. 

► Two readings per unit explore 
the topic and develop vocabulary 
skills.

► Fun application activities 
encourage students to use their 
new vocabulary.

► Writing models support students 
as they produce their own writing 
samples.

► Research activities teach library 
and Internet search skills to help 
students find information on their 
own.

► Instructor’s Manual offers many 
supplemental activities and 
photocopiable templates for 
expansion.

ngl.cengage.com/
storiesworthreading

stories worth 

Reading 1 & 2
Student Book

Level 1 9781413013719

Level 2 9781413013726

See title index page 153, for 
complete series ISBNs

See title index page 153, for 
complete series ISBNs

See title index page 153, for 
complete series ISBNs
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inside ouT/ouTside in
Exploring American Literature

Victoria Holder, Dorothy Lindsay, Lyn 
Motai, Deborah vanDommelen, Karen 
Wiederholt

LEVEL:  advanced

With a focus on literary analysis, this anthology of 
short stories and poems helps students develop 
reading skills and encourages them to read literary 
works for enjoyment.

► Selections, by a diverse set of authors such 
as Ernest Hemingway, Toni Cade Bambara, Li-
Yong Lee, and Bernard Malumund, range from 
traditional to more contemporary works. 

► Activities on basic comprehension, literary 
analysis, and analytical writing help prepare 
students for future academic success.

► Important cultural, historical, or geographical 
background is provided for each selection.

► Charts, sketches, diagrams, and role plays tap 
into students’ different learning styles.

ngl.cengage.com/insideout

20TH cenTuRy ameRican 
sHoRT sToRies
Revised Edition

Jean A. McConochie

LEVEL:  high-intermediate to advanced

These classic texts introduce students to 
American literature through a rich selection of 
contemporary authors.

► Unabridged, unsimplified stories are by Sandra 
Cisneros, Ernest Hemingway, Toshio Mori, 
Richard Wright, John Updike, Raymond Carver, 
Grace Paley, and more.

► A strong connection between reading and 
writing is promoted.

► Volumes 1 and 2 include pre- and post-reading 
support such as biographical information, 
glossary, and new discussion and writing 
activities.

► Anthology combines only the readings and 
introductory material from both volumes.

AMERICAN SHORT STORIES
Exercises in Reading and Writing, 
Second Edition
Greg Costa
LEVEL:  intermediate

AMAzING STORIES TO TELL AND RETELL 1 – 3
Lynda Berish, Sandra Thibaudeau
LEVEL: high-beginning to low-intermediate

COLLEGE READING 1-4
Patricia Byrd, Joy M. Reid, Cynthia Schuemann, 
Series Editors
LEVEL:  low-intermediate to advanced

FAR FROM HOME
Third Edition

AT HOME IN TWO LANDS
Reading and Word Study
Second Edition
William P. Pickett 
LEVEL:  high-beginning to advanced

IMPRESSIONS 1 & 2
America Through Academic Readings
Cheryl Benz, Stephen Benz
LEVEL:  intermediate to advanced

LIFE, LANGuAGE, & LITERATuRE
Linda Robinson Fellag
LEVEL:  advanced

TAPESRy READING 1-4
Rebecca Oxford, Series Editor
M.E. Sokolik, Reading Editor
LEVEL: high-beginning to advanced

REFLECTIONS, 2/E
John Dennis, Suzanne Griffin
LEVEL:  intermediate

RETHINKING AMERICA 1-3
M. E. Sokolik
LEVEL:  intermediate to advanced

 

Additional Reading titles

inside out / inside in
Student Text 9780395986059

20th Century american short 

stories
Student Book

Volume 1 9780838448502

Volume 2 9780838448519

Volume 3 9780838461464
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